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About
A passionate storyteller in any medium I can get my hands on.

As well as being a strong, perceptive writer with a literary bent, I’m also a conscientious and supportive 
editor. I’m currently working on a full length play, a psychological thriller, and a young adult novel. I work 
in marketing and procurement, and in my spare time edit and produce a short story zine for unpublished 
writers, CAKE.shortandsweet.

Online
Writing blog  sarahgracelogan.wordpress.com
Linkedin linkedin.com/pub/sarah-logan/24/927/8a0
Facebook facebook.com/pages/Sarah-Grace-Logan/316883045065732
Twitter  twitter.com/SarahGraceLogan

I run a fortnightly writers’ circle in Manchester, CAKE.writers, and also run a ‘Wednesday Write-in’ on the 
associated blog: cakeshortandsweet.wordpress.com

I’m very active on scribophile.com, an online writers’ community for giving and receiving critiques, and for 
interacting with other writers.

Education
Manchester Metropolitan University ‘07-10

Buttress Fuller Alsop Williams Architects

Experience
Organised Chaos Productions

CAKE.shortandsweet

MUSE 7

First Class BA hons English and American Literature ‘10
Dissertation in Creative Writing ‘10
Scriptwriting in Practice CPD ‘12

I work in Marketing and Procurement. My role involves writing marketing and promotional copy, editing 
and proofreading, graphic design and presentation, and research. 

I recently began an internship with OC as a Graphic Designer and Web Content Producer for their 
wordpress blog.

I founded this short story zine in April ‘12 to showcase and develop unpublished writers. The monthly 
issues are published online and distributed in print to four independent cafés in Manchester. I am the 
primary editor and offer support and constructive feedback to all the writers who submit.

CAKE is a exciting new creation, with exactly the right kind of venues involved, dynamic hands steering its 
progress and importantly engages fresh new talent...CAKE has already achieved a great deal in a short 
space of time, and I hope can only grow from here on in.  - The Fiction Stroker blog 18/06/12

In 2009 I was selected to be on the editing panel for MUSE, a publication run by the MMU Writing School 
for staff and students to contribute to. I was responsible for helping to select, feedback and edit the 
works submitted along with several writers from the MA courses and the head of department, James 
Draper.



Teddie

Sebastian

Teddie is a full length stage script I wrote as part of the Scriptwriting in Practice CPD. 
They say she’s a drunk, a hack, a loser; but when Bradley goes missing, Teddie’s the only one who can find 
him. Struggling with alcoholism and estrangement from her son, Teddie dreams her way through rehab 
as a hard-boiled forties detective. 

Sebastian is a full length stage script about a teenage girl who believes she is a boy..
Girl meets boy. Or, boy meets boy. Will knows that he is meant to be a boy, but when he meets Sebastian 
he realises that identity is not black and white. The kindness of another lonely boy teaches him that he 
doesn’t have to feel trapped in his own skin. 

I was shortlisted for the WOW End of the World flash fiction competition 2012, for my story ‘The End’. 

In September ‘12 I volunteered with the first Northampton Gay Literary Festival. I was responsible for 
stewarding a book reading and Q&A session, and chaperoning one of the authors. 

My script dissertation ‘The Professional Mourner’ was performed at MMU’s Script in Hand showcase ‘10.

Extracts from my current project ‘Teddie’ were performed at MMU’s Script in Hand showcase ‘12.

My flash fiction ‘Blowing Off Steam’ was published in the Twisted Tales Anthology for National Flash-Fiction 
Day ‘12, and also distributed through Ether Books Mobile Publishing. 

Recipe

Only my heart obeyed

Consortium

Wellspring

Projects

Miscellany

Recipe is a short story collection by four emerging authors. I had the idea for the collection in August 
and have driven the creative process. I am one of the contributors and editors along with three friends I 
met through writing. The book deals with family, relationships, grief and love, and will be self-published 
in 2013 .

Only my heart obeyed is a full length stage script that I am currently working on. It is a psychological 
thriller featuring two women who both suspect each other of abusing their son.
Lane and Petra start their dirty weekend with only one rule: No talking about Oscar, their 7yo old. But 
concerns about his odd behaviour prey on their minds, and they soon begin to suspect each other.

I worked with Organised Chaos Productions on their Mid-winter Ignition showcase. My monologue 
Consortium was written for the showcase. 
Three people occupying one body are awakended by their AI caretaker to carry our scheduled maintenance 
on the compound. They soon discover that the other Consortium has been murdered, and must find out 
which one of them is responsible.

I am working with Organised Chaos Productions again on their Spring Ignition showcase, a collection of 
themed new writing. My short play Wellspring is currently in rehearsal for performance April 4th-6th. 
They say youth is wasted on the young. Now you can relive your youth with ‘Wellspring’, the exciting new 
product from AgeRight Pharmasolutions. Forget those aches and pains, and make the winter of your life 
an eternal spring.


